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The reasons to walk into a brick and mortar store are dwindling. Double 
the number of shoppers purchased holiday gifts on mobile in 2018 
compared to 2017 and E-commerce retail purchases will grow more than 
40 percent in the next four years. Clearly, purchases are being moved to 
more efficient channels.

Why focus on brick and mortar at all? 

Why Brick and Mortar

brick and mortar is profitable. In-store shoppers have higher conversion rates, spend more 
per visit, and return items less frequently than online counterparts. 

Stores generate brand interest, educate shoppers, and enable them to test out new 
products. E-commerce might convert your shoppers, but brick and mortar creates and builds 
long-term relationships.

Why Relationships

Ensuring that customers have a reason to visit the store again should be a top priority for 
brick-and-mortar brands. 

One of the best ways to keep your customers coming back is to convert your perspective 
from one-and-done to a long-lasting relationship. Instead of just checking individuals out, 
store associates can become experts who help shoppers find exactly what they need when 
they need it, while making purchasing as frictionless as possible. 

OVERVIEW
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https://www.invespcro.com/blog/ecommerce-product-return-rate-statistics/


These store interactions, also called clienteling, lead customers to build long-term 
relationships with associates and the brand, which in turn drives brand equity, referrals, and 
new customers. 

What is Clienteling?

The process of building relationships at scale is called clienteling. Clienteling has been 
going on since the beginning of retail. However, the amount of data and number of 
communication channels available today make clienteling more accessible to store 
associates than ever. 

A modern clienteling system can – at scale – treat every customer like a best customer. You 
can offer shoppers the perfect product, treat nobody like a stranger, and help them love and 
understand the brand as much as you do.

With that in mind, this ebook will help you shine as an associate and use clienteling improve 
your store’s performance. After reading this guide, you will have the tools to transform store 
visitors into customers with real, long-lasting relationships.  



Who Is This Guide For?

As an associate, you’re the face of the brand at the store. Customers may look to you for 
everything from style advice, product information, or general support with purchasing. 

No matter what type of store you work at, if you regularly interface with customers, this e-
book will help make you an invaluable part of customers’ lives. Through clienteling, you'll 
become an extension of the brand itself for customers.

What Does This Guide Teach?

Clienteling boils down to a very learnable, repeatable process: capture customer data, 
discover ways to assist, and communicate in a personalized, well-timed manner. In this 
guide, you’ll learn how to apply this practice across a customer’s journey so that you keep 
them engaged across their lifetime with you. 

The end goal of the e-book is for you to feel fully confident about how to initiate and nurture 
relationships with the people who walk into your store. 

Why Does It Matter?

Let’s not forget, it takes 5x the work to capture a new customer than retain an existing one, 
so focusing your attention on the customers you’ve already engaged will be a win-win for 
you, your store, and the customer. By following these steps, you’ll be able to give the same 
level of attention and personalization that used to be reserved for only top customers to a 
wider audience. 

ABOUT THIS GUIDE



Overview

We'll go through each stage of the customer journey, what to communicate to the customer 
at each stage, and how to do it.  Included are examples of common occurrences you may 
have experienced before, and how to turn those situations into opportunities for high-quality 
clienteling.



When a customer walks into your store, he or she has already communicated very high 
interest. With today’s access to e-commerce sites, it takes effort to meet you and your brand 
face-to-face. 

It’s important to embrace the opportunity!

Let’s take Jenny. 

Jenny walked into your store today to check out the new spring collection. She 
wandered around, looking at items, until she found a pair of blue pants she loved. 

The pants are a popular pair and a limited edition item, and unfortunately you 
didn’t have her size in stock. 

But not to worry, you asked for her contact information and promised to let her 
know personally as soon as they came into the store.

As soon as Jenny leaves, you log this information into your clienteling system. 
This could be a Google Sheet, specialized tool, or even a notebook. 

After she leaves the store, you 
send her a text to follow up and 
let her know you’ll communicate 

with her in the future.

FIRST ENCOUNTERS



What Kinds of Data Should You Collect?

Here are some additional ideas on what types of data to collect during the customer’s first 
meeting: 

➡ Typical size / body type
➡ Lifestyle / daily habits and activities
➡ Profession
➡ Any pressing reasons why the customer visited you 

The more information you have, the more personalized your relationship will be with a 
customer. This will make more sense once you see examples of follow-up messages below.

What Happens When You Don’t Have Time To Collect 
Customer Data?

However, there will be times when you don’t have time to collect information. 
It’s not essential to collect every single piece of information when the store is busy, as long as 
collecting data is a priority when it is possible. 

For example, during a swamped day in the middle of Q4, collecting lifestyle information might 
be the last thing on your mind.

If you tell a customer you’ll follow up, it’s good practice to text as soon as the customer 
leaves the store. You can use details about style and preferences to make an informed 
decision around when would be a good time to reach out.

The goal of this first encounter should not be to make a sale (though it’s certainly a bonus). 
Focus on establishing rapport with the customer and capturing at least one method of 
outreach (e-mail or phone) so you can keep building on your interaction. 

This initial contact is the start of a profile about your new client. 



Reaching out to missed opportunities is maybe the most important way to practice 
clienteling.

These shoppers have demonstrated interested and are close to a buy. If you can offer the 
right message at the right time, you can bring that customer back in. Instead of forgetting 
about the store, shoppers have a personal reminder that their need can be filled.

You need to find what their biggest hesitation is and offer something that can surmount that 
obstacle. It could be a sale, an alternate item, or a inventory update. Regardless of the 
hesitation, you can offer an actionable route to purchase.

Back to Jenny. 

Jenny left after this first visit without making a 
purchase because the pants she loved weren’t 
in stock. 

However, you reach out to her as soon as the 
pants come in stock a few days later.  

You let her know that you’ll hold onto the 
pants and when would be best to come into 
the store.

FOLLOWING UP & AVOIDING 
MISSED OPPORTUNITIES



How to Use Logged Data 

When you log customer data, there should always be a desired outcome. In the situation 
above, Jenny could return when the pants are back in stock. 

Here are some examples of how data you collect can lead to opportunities to get in touch 
with your client: 

➡ A product they tried on comes back in stock / is available online.
➡ You receive new items that you think a customer might be interested in.
➡ The store is hosting an event on a topic you discussed during the customer’s store 

visit. 



Whether your customers purchases on their first visit, buys one of your recommendations 
online, or come back to purchase from you in-person, its critical that they know this is not the 
end of the line for your relationship. 

Show them that the line of communication is still open by sending a thank-you note. Your 
message will feel extra-special if you can reference additional details about the product they 
purchased or the interaction.

Jenny came back in a few days later.  

Although you weren’t in the store, she 
purchased the pants from another associate. 

The other associate marked the purchase in 
your clienteling system so, even though you 
weren’t in the store, you still know how 
useful the purchase was. 

The next time you’re in the store, you follow 
up with a text to Jenny thanking her for 
buying the pants and following up with 
information from your last conversation. 

At this moment, even though you’ve only 
met in person once, you’re no longer just a 
store associate but a trusted confidant in 
Jenny’s style.  

POST-PURCHASE 
BEST PRACTICES



Personalizing Your Note

If you’re unsure of how to personalize your followup note, use the information you collected in 
your clienteling system. 

Here are a few tips:

➡ Reference the product the same way the customer did. Associates often call products 
by their formal name (e.g. The Tompkins Cardigan), but most of the time customers 
only know them by color, cut, or fabric (e.g. the camel cashmere sweater). 

➡ Mention how the customer plans to wear it. If you can remember why an item is 
valuable for a customer, you can remind them why they want to buy it in the first 
place. Messages like, “It’s a great fit for your upcoming event!” Or “This business trip 
will never be easier” are powerful. 

➡ Suggest how the customer can use the item that they might not have thought up. 
Messages like, “The top would also look great with trousers or tucked into jeans” or 

➡ “The shoes pack up pretty light if you need an extra pair” let the customer know that 
you want them to enjoy the product, not only buy it.

When Issues Arise

One of the best ways to show you prioritize the client over the sale is making yourself 
available for any issues they may be having. For example helping with returns or providing 
advice on item maintenance builds your personal relationship with a customer. 

This is also another great opportunity to collect data and proactively share feedback with 
your managers in the future.  



At this point, you have contextual information and a product history about your customer. As 
you collect more information, your engagement becomes even more personalized and 
relevant. 

Unlike mass emails, customers appreciate personal messages when they enhance their day-
to-day. As long as you think the message will genuinely help customers, don’t be shy about 
reaching out. It will help customers build deeper relationships with your brand.

When Should You Reach Back Out?

Here are some future outreach opportunities to look out for: 

It’s been a few weeks since you’ve heard from Jenny. 

Today, your store got the first shipment of your new spring 
collection. 

You comb through notes in your clienteling system, looking for 
previous shoppers who might be interested in the new collection. 

You come across Jenny, remembering that she bought bright, spring 
pants several weeks beforehand and tried on a few sweaters that she 
liked. 

You reach out over text to let her know that new sweaters are in and 
when would be best to come into the store.

STAYING IN TOUCH



➡ Seasonal: Review your clients’ shopping history and see when they usually like to 
shop. If they tend to buy once a season, check in 3 months after their last purchase to 
see what they are in the market for 

➡ Product-based: If a customer loves a specific type of product you sell, whether that’s 
based on category (sweaters), fabric (shearling), or color (blue), check in when you 
get something new that fits this profile  

➡ Complement based: Combine your own style expertise or your customer’s recent 
purchases to provide complementary recommendations. Messages like, “I thought 
these shoes would look great with the dress you bought back in October!” are always 
helpful.  

➡ Events-based: Take note of any major events and trips the client might have coming 
up. Mark whether they’re recurring or one-time moments that you can help them with 
in the future  

➡ Spending style: Some people cannot resist a sale. Be sure to notify clients 
particularly keen on price drops of when a promotion or exclusive offer is available (or 
consider a special code or discount just for them!)



When you focus more on your relationship with clients, they’ll also gradually start to see you 
as a resource and part of the brand. Instead of only one-way messages, your outreach will 
become a two-way street. 

How much better did those texts feel than most customer interactions? 

Associates’ Roles

As an associate, you’re an extension of the brand.  

Every interaction for a shopper - whether they need something new or have a questions about a 
product – is a display of the quality of the brand. Likewise, as you build a relationship with a customer, 
you will become more than an extension and a large spokesperson for the brand than anything else.

While clients will vary in their level of engagement, keeping tabs on everyone you work with will 
slowly but surely start to pay off in steady flows of sales, fewer returns, and happier customers – that 
rely on you above all else. 

Is it Possible

You might be wondering if communicating to your customers like we showed above is 
realistic.

I mean, we’re talking about sending hundreds of messages, logging thousands of 
interactions, and tracking of dozens of shoppers.

Store associates are already swamped with inventory management and working the floor. 
How could they add on more tasks?

The answer is in the tools they use.

WRAPPING IT UP



Tools

With all this customer information, outreach, messaging, how can you keep yourself fully equipped? 

You need a good clienteling system. Something that you and other associates can easily use to track 
store interactions and messages to customers. If you have the right tool, everything is possible. 

➡ Endear - Endear is an all-in-one clienteling solution for modern brands to keep in 
touch with customers.

➡ Wunderlist – A popular collaborative list application easy to use on mobile phones.

➡ Google Sheets – a collaborative alternative to Microsoft Excel.
➡ Mixmax – a gmail add-on for sales. It doesn’t work over text though.

➡ Discover.ly – a sales tool in gmail that shows social network information. Only for 
email.

Some of these tools are more powerful than others, but what is most important is tracking 
every piece of customer information you can. At the end of the day, if associates aren’t 
logging information, you can’t have the powerful and personal conversations we showed 
above. 

https://www.endearhq.com
https://www.wunderlist.com/
https://www.google.com/sheets/about/
https://mixmax.com/
https://discover.ly/


WHAT IS ENDEAR?
An out-of-the-box solution for retailers of any size, Endear’s all-in-one platform gives your 
store team the resources it needs to drive sales across channels.

Associates use Endear every day in order to keep in touch with customers and make sure 
they have the latest news regarding products, events, and promotions.

Learn more about us 
endearhq.com | Endear in Shopify 
sales@endearhq.com | 917.670.2106

The Traditional
Way 

Keep track of clients 
with pen & paper

Cross your fingers
& hope they come in

Send one-off
messages
here and there

The Endear
Way 

Send personalized 
messages

in bulk 

Target customers 
based on real-time data

Track and optimize 
performance

day by day

http://endearhq.com
https://apps.shopify.com/endear
mailto:sales@endearhq.com
http://endearhq.com
https://apps.shopify.com/endear
mailto:sales@endearhq.com
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